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GIS data 

• Typically represents state at a specific moment 
in time:  “historic”, “current”, or “future”. 
 

Credit: iStockphoto/chris_lemmens 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GIS is a platform for understanding our world.In the past, the data that fueled GIS was typically created to represent state at a specific moment in time.While this data has proven valuable for countless GIS applications and analyses, the “current” snapshot falls out of sync with the real world quickly.In today’s fast-paced, constantly changing world, the “current” snapshot is outdated almost as soon as it is created.



Real-time GIS data 
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…continuous stream of events flowing from sensors representing the latest state. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Real-time GIS data is a continuous stream of events flowing from sensors where each event represents the latest state of a sensor.Some examples include …Police departments of cities want to have a real-time map of where all the police patrols are and their status.	Each police car may be equipped with an in-vehicle GPS device that reports its position every few seconds	Modeling this in GIS we would have a point feature that represents police cars.	Police officers may also have a radio that provides location every time they talk over the radio.Utility companies want to visually represent the live status of the network with real-time information captured by sensors in the field.	While the sensors on a sensor network don’t move, their status changes very rapidly.RFID can be used in variety of environments to keep track of items of interest	Warehouses can use RFID to keep track of inventory levels and to be able to quiclky locate items	Hospitals can know where hospital equipment is and if the equipment has gone through proper procedures (clean room)	Even can be applied to keep track of personnel that work in volatile environments such as an oil rig	Cruise ships are starting to use RFID bracelets to keep track of passengers:  on/off the ship, event detect overboardsMany organizations want to leverage publicly shared information as well	Many organizations and individuals make Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) available.	This information can be leveraged to provide additional context in situational awareness.	storm reports (hurricanes, tornadoes), wind speeds and direction, temperature, and pollution levels from source such as NOAA	earthquake epicenters and shake maps or wild fire points and perimeters from sources such as USGSWhile we can easily model each of these with features in ArcGIS it is very challenging in practice to integrate real-time GIS data.	The are many type of sources, devices, and sensors and each communicates with different protocols and with widely varying formats	connecting and receiving real-time data from a wide variety of sources is Challenge #1 of real-time GIS.



Analyzing real-time GIS data 

…Are my field personnel working within the designated project area? 
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Presentation Notes
While it is useful to connect a sensor to a feature and display it in near real-timeThis next things people typically want to do is to perform analysis on real-time GIS data as it is received.In this scenario we want to monitor equipment at a construction site and detect when any equipment leaves the boundary of the project.In the diagram below we can see that we are updating an equipment feature with the latest status (shown as yellow squares and circles).At the same time we are also continuously applying a filter that filters for only events that are ‘Outside the project Boundary’When an event is found to satisfy the filter we ‘Add a Feature’ to the Alert Feature Class.These ‘Alerts’ are symbolized in the map above as red triangles.Challenge #2 of real-time GIS is having the ability to perform continuous analysis on data as it is received.GeoProcessing models allows us to perform a similar type of analysis but with GeoProcessing we have to press a start button and we get a result.We need a way to define a workflow and apply it to an inbound stream of real-time GIS data continuously.



Analyzing real-time GIS data 

…Tell customer when their delivery truck is 15 minutes away. 
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Presentation Notes
Another example of continuous analysis is to notify a recipient when their deliver vehicles is 15 minutes away.We can see that we are updating a delivery vehicle features with it’s current locationWhile we are also detecting when a deliver vehicles enters a customer areaTo detect when a vehicle enters we need to know the current and last location of the vehicle.When an enter is detecting a customer can be notified via an SMS text message on their phone.Sending updates and alerts to those who need it, where they need it is Challenge #3 of real-time GIS.There can be lots of communities of interest that want to see different things.Having the ability to route events of interest to various communities that are interested in them is very importantAlso important is providing the updates where the need it – e.g. an operational display, a phone, a business application



ArcGIS supports real-time GIS 
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Presentation Notes
ArcGIS supports real-time GIS.A number of new technologies have been introduced to the platform enabling it to support real-time GIS.to address the challenges mentioned previously.First, GeoEvent Processor is a new extension for ArcGIS Server that	receives real-time data from a wide variety of sources,	performs continuous processing and analysis,	and sends updates and alerts to those who need it, where they need it Next, Operations Dashboard is an application that 	displays operation views that visualize real-time GIS data.	It is highly interactive and optimized for multi-screen watch center environments.	Any user that has an ArcGIS for Organizations subscription to AGOL has access to the Operations Dashboard application.Lastly, Collector is an application that	runs on smartphones and enables a user in the field to collect new features via a mobile application.	It has the ability to transmit the location of the user in the field on a periodic basis, e.g. every minute.	Collected features and the tracking location of the user is sent to features that are hosted on AGOL.	These features can be 		visualized directly by the Operations Dashboard.		or treated as real-time data that flows through GeoEvent Processor for continuous processing and analysis



ArcGIS GeoEvent Processor for Server 
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Presentation Notes
Receives real-time streaming dataPerforms continuous processing and analysisSends updates and alerts to anyone on any device



Working with real-
time data 



You can add your own connectors. 

Receiving real-time data 
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Presentation Notes
You can easily integrate real-time data with ArcGIS by using a connector that meets your needs.



Demonstration Twitter monitoring 



Sending real-time data 
Output connectors… 
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Presentation Notes
You can easily send resulting streams to anyone on any device using a connector.



ArcGIS for Server 

Sending real-time data to features 
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Sending real-time data to features 
Using remote feature services… 
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Sending real-time data to features 
Using ArcGIS Online feature services… 

feature layers 
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Real-time 
data 

Sending real-time data to big data stores 
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GIS Tools for Hadoop 

http://github.com/Esri/gis-tools-for-hadoop


Performing continuous  
processing and analysis 
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Continuous processing and analysis 
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A GeoEvent Service configures the flow of GeoEventsthe Filtering and GeoEvent Processing steps to performwhat input(s) to apply them toand what outputs(s) to send the results to



Continuous processing and analysis 
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Calculate new fields on a geoevent:  GeoTagger, Field CalculatorModify a geoevent:  Field Enricher, Field ReducerDerive a new geoevent:  Field Mapper, Incident Detector



Demonstration Vehicle monitoring 



Wrap Up 



Real-time GIS with GeoEvent Processor 
• ArcGIS is a dynamic platform that enables real-

time visualization, continuous analysis, and 
understanding of our world. 
 

• GeoEvent Processor allows you to: 
- be alerted when interesting events occur 
- react and make smarter decisions faster 
- to know what is happening, as it happens 

 

• Product Page 
- http://pro.arcgis.com/share/geoevent-processor 

Summary 
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